Abstract Normal and critical depths are important parameters in the design of open channels and analysis of gradually varied flow. In trapezoidal and parabolic channels, the governing equations are highly nonlinear in the normal and critical flow depths and thus solution of the implicit equations involves numerical methods (except for critical depth in parabolic channels). In current research explicit solutions have been obtained using the non-dimensional forms of the governing equations. For the trapezoidal cross section, the maximum error of critical flow depth is less than 6 · 10 À6 % (near exact solution) and the maximum error of normal depth is less than 0.25% (very accurate solution). The maximum error of normal flow depth for parabolic cross section is also less than 8 · 10 À3 % (near exact solution). Proposed explicit equations have definite physical concept, high accuracy, easy calculation, and wide application range compared with the existing direct equations.
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Introduction
Critical and normal depths play an important role in the design of open channels and in the analysis of the gradually varied flow profiles. Determination of the critical and normal flow depths is an important task for efficient hydraulic design and hence many researches have been carried out in this subject.
Trapezoidal open channels are widely used as drainage, irrigation, urban storm water, water transmission [1] . Open channels with parabolic cross-sections are often a quite good approximation of the real geometry of natural rivers. Technology is also available for constructing this shape of channels. There is no analytical solution to explicitly compute the normal water depths in trapezoidal and parabolic open channels; also there is no analytical solution for critical depth in trapezoidal open channels. Any effort for presenting direct water depth calculation with high accuracy would be of practical importance. These depths are presently obtained by numerical method, manual trial-and-error method (time-consuming), graphical method (low accuracy owing to its log-scale representation) or by using explicit regression-based equations. Various explicit equations for determining the critical and normal depths have
